
International MathematisTOURNAMENT OF THE TOWNSSenior A-Level Paper Fall 2011.1. Pete has marked at least 3 points in the plane suh that all distanes between them aredi�erent. A pair of marked points A and B will be alled unusual if A is the furthest markedpoint from B, and B is the nearest marked point to A (apart from A itself). What is thelargest possible number of unusual pairs that Pete an obtain?2. Let 0 < a; b; ; d < 1 be real numbers suh that abd = (1�a)(1� b)(1� )(1�d). Prove that(a+ b + + d)� (a + )(b+ d) � 1.3. In triangle ABC, points D; E and F are bases of altitudes from verties A; B and C respe-tively. Points P and Q are the projetions of F to AC and BC respetively. Prove that theline PQ bisets the segments DF and EF .4. Does there exist a onvex n-gon suh that all its sides are equal and all verties lie on theparabola y = x2, where(a) n = 2011;(b) n = 2012?5. We will all a positive integer good if all its digits are nonzero. A good integer will be alledspeial if it has at least k digits and their values are stritly inreasing from left to right.Let a good integer be given. In eah move, one may insert a speial integer into the digitalexpression of the urrent number, on the left, on the right or in between any two of the digits.Alternatively, one may also delete a speial number from the digital expression of the urrentnumber.What is the largest k suh that any good integer an be turned into any other goodinteger by a �nite number of suh moves?6. Prove that for n > 1, the integer 11 + 33 + 55 + : : :+ (2n � 1)2n�1 is a multiple of 2n but nota multiple of 2n+1.7. A blue irle is divided into 100 ars by 100 red points suh that the lengths of the ars are thepositive integers from 1 to 100 in an arbitrary order. Prove that there exist two perpendiularhords with red endpoints.Note: The problems are worth 4, 4, 5, 3+4, 7, 7 and 9 points respetively.



Solution to Senior A-Level Fall 20111. The answer is one. First, we show by example that we may have one unusual pair when thereare at least 3 points. Let A and B are hosen arbitrarily. Add some points within the irlewith entre B and radius AB but outside the irle with entre A and radius AB. Then Bis the point nearest to A while A is the point furthest from B. We now prove that if there isanother pair of unusual points, we will have a ontradition.Let (A;B) be the unusual pair I. Then BK < AB < AK for any other marked point K.Thus pairs (A;K) and (K;A) are usual (K and A aren't mutually nearest). Pairs (K;B) and(B;K) are usual (K and B aren't mutually furthest). Suppose some other points C;D forman unusual pair II. Then we have the following inequalities, eah marked by the number ofthe pair that impies it: AB >I BC >II CD >II AD >I AB | a ontradition.2. Solution by Adrian Tang:>From abd = (1 � a)(1 � b)(1 � )(1 � d), we have a(1�a)(1�) = (1�b)(1�d)bd . It follows thata+�1(1�a)(1�) = a(1�a)(1�)�1 = (1�b)(1�d)bd �1 = 1�b�dbd . Now (a+�1)(1�b�d)(1�a)(1�)bd � 0 sine it is the produtof two equal terms. From (1� a)(1� )bd > 0, we have (a+ � 1)(1� b� d) � 0. Expansionyields a�ab�ad+�b�d�1+b+d � 0, whih is equivalent to a+b++d�(a+)(b+d) � 1.3. Solution by Wen-Hsien Sun:Let H be the orthoentre of triangle ABC. Then H is the inentre of triangle DEF . Notethat CDHE and CQFP are yli quadrilaterals. Hene 6 ADE = 6 FCP = 6 FQP . SineAD and FQ are parallel to eah other, so are ED and PQ. Thus 6 PQD = 6 EDC = 6 FDQ.Let M and N be the points of intersetion of PQ with EF and DF respetively. ThenND = NQ. Sine 6 FQD = 90Æ, N is the irumentre of triangle FQD so that FN = ND.Similarly, we have FM =ME.
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4. Solution after Vitor Ivrii:(a) This is possible. Let V be the vertex of the parabola. On one side, mark on the parabolapoints A1; A2; : : : ; A1005 suh that V A1 = A1A2 = � � � = A1004A1005 = t, and on theother side, points B1; B2; : : : ; B1005 suh that V B1 = B1V2 = � � � = B1004B1005 = t.The length ` of A1005B1005 varies ontinuously with t. If t = p2 then B1A1 > t, andmuh the more ` > t. If t = 4020 then y-oordinate of A1005 is less than 1005 � 4020,hene its x-oordinate is less than p1005 � 4020 = 2010, thus ` < 2 � 2010 = t. Hene atsome point in between, we have ` = t.(b) We �rst prove a geometri result.Lemma.Suppose in a onvex quadrilateral ABCD, AB = CD and 6 ABC+ 6 BCD > 180Æ. ThenAD > BC.



Proof:Complete the parallelogram BCDE. Then 6 EBC + 6 BCD = 180Æ < 6 ABC + 6 BCD.Hene 6 ABC > 6 EBC. We also have BD = BD and AB = CD = EB. Consideringtriangles EBD and ABD, we get AD > ED +BC.Corollary.If A; B; C and D are four points in order on a parabola and AB = CD, then AD > BC.Proof:Sine the parabola is a onvex urve, the extension of AB and DC meet at some point L,Then 6 ABC + 6 BCD = (6 ALD + 6 BCL) + (6 ALD + 6 CBL) = 180Æ + 6 ALD > 180Æ.We will now apply the It follows from the Lemma that AD > BC.Returning to our problem, suppose P1; P2; : : : ; P2012 are points in order on a parabola,suh that P1P2 = P2P3 = � � � = P2011P2012. We now apply the Corollary 1005 times toobtain P1P2012 > P2P2011 > � � � > P1006P1007. Hene the 2012-gon annot be equilateral.5. Solution by Daniel Spivak:We annot have k = 9 as the only speial number would be 123456789. Adding or deleting itdoes not hange anything. We may have k = 8. We an onvert any good number into anyother good number by adding or deleting one digit at a time. We give below the proeduresfor adding digits. Reversing the steps allows us to deleting digits.Adding 1 or 9 anywhere.Add 123456789 and delete 23456789 or 12345678.Adding 2 anywhere.Add 23456789 and then add 1 between 2 and 3. Now delete 13456789.Adding 8 anywhere.Add 12345678 and then add 9 between 7 and 8. Now delete 12345679.Adding 3 anywhere.Add 23456789 and delete 2. Now add 1 and 2 between 3 and 4 and delete 12456789.Adding 7 answhere.Add 12345678 and delete 8. Now add 8 and 9 between 6 and 7 and delete 12345689.Adding 4 anywhere.Add 23456789 and delete 2 and 3. Now add 1, 2 and 3 between 4 and 5 and delete 12356789.Adding 6 anywhere.Add 12345678 and delete 7 and 8. Now add 7, 8 and 9 between 5 and 6 and delete 12345789.Adding 5 anywhere.Add 23456789, delete 2, 3 and 4 and add 1, 2, 3 and 4 betwen 5 and 6. Alternately, add12345678, delete 6, 7 and 8 and add 6, 7, 8 and 9 between 4 and 5. Now delete 12346789.6. Solution by Vitor Ivrii:We �rst prove two preliminary results.Lemma 1.For any positive odd integer k, k2n � 1 (mod 2n+2).



Proof:We have k2n � 1 = (k � 1)(k + 1)(k2 + 1)(k4 + 1) � � � (k2n�1 + 1). This is a produt of n + 1even fators. Moreover, one of k � 1 and k + 1 is divisible by 4. The desired result follows.Lemma 2.For any integer n � 2, (2n + k)k � kk(2n + 1) (mod 2n+2).Proof:Expanding (2n+k)k, all the terms are divisible by 2n+2 exept �k1�kk�12n and kk. The desiredresult follows.Let the given sum be denoted by Sn. We now use indution on n to prove that Sn is divisibleby 2n but not by 2n+1 for all n � 2. Note that S2 = 11 +33 = 28 is divisible by 22 but not by23. Using Lemmas 1 and 2, we haveSn+1 � Sn = 2n�1Xi=1 (2n + 2i� 1)2n+2i�1� 2n�1Xi=1 (2n + 2i� 1)2i�1 (mod 2n+2)� 2n�1Xi=1 (2i� 1)2i�1(2n + 1) (mod 2n+2)= Sn(2n + 1):Now Sn+1 = 2Sn(2n�1 + 1). By the indution hypothesis, Sn is divisible by 2n but not by2n+1. It follows that Sn+1 is divisible by 2n+1 but not by 2n+2.7. Solution by Vitor Ivrii:We �rst prove a geometri result.Lemma.Let P; Q; R and S be four points on a irle in yli order. If the ars PQ and RS add upto a semiirle, then PR and QS are perpendiular hords.Proof:Let O be the entre of the irle. From the given ondition, 6 POQ + 6 ROS = 180Æ. Hene6 PSQ + 6 RPS = 12(6 POQ + 6 ROS) = 90Æ. It follows that PR and QS are perpendiularhords.
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The irumferene of the irle is 5050. By an ar is meant any ar with two red endpoints.A simple ar is one whih ontains no red points in its interior. A ompound ar is one whihonsists of at least two adjaent simple ars whose total lengths is less than 2525. For eahred point P , hoose the longest ompound ar with P as one of its endpoints. We onsidertwo ases.



Case 1.Suppose for some P there are two equal hoies in opposite diretions. Let they be of length2525 � k. Then k � 50, and the part of the irle not in either of them is the simple arof length 2k. It follows that one of these two ompound ars, say PQ, does not ontain thesimple ar RS of length k. We may assume that P; Q; R and S are in yli order. If Q = R,then PS is a diameter of the irle. If S = P , then QR is a diameter of the irle. In eitherase, PQ and RS are perpendiular hords. If these four points are distint, then the arsPQ and RS add up to a semiirle. By the Lemma, PR and QS are perpendiular hords.Case 2.The hoie is unique for every P . Then we have hosen at least 50 suh ars sine eah mayserve as the maximal ar for at most two red points. Eah of these ars has length at least2476 but less than 2525, a range of 49 possible values. By the Pigeonhole Priniple, two ofthem have the same length 2525� k for some k where 1 � k � 49. If one of them does notontain the simple ar C of length k, we an then argue as in Case 1. Suppose both of themontain C. This is only possible if one of them ends with C and the other starts with it. Byremoving C from both, we obtain two disjoint ompound ars both of length 2525� 2k, andnote that 2 � 2k � 98. Now one of them does not ontain the simple ar of length 2k, andwe an argue as in Case 1.


